[Diagnostic and prognostic validity of high-resolution electrocardiography under the conditions of space flight].
Applicability of high-resolution ECG used in clinics for predicting the probability of life-threatening arrhythmias in cardiovascular patients for the space flight environment was investigated in A 7-d bedrest experiment was to verify HR ECG displayed electrophysiological shifts in myocardial atriums and ventricles. Clearly seen changes in R-amplitude and time course seem to have reflected the volumetric loading and altered sympathetic activity during bed rest QRS-complex had increased the time of low-amplitude signals at the end of the last 40 ms but was short in duration which may point to delayed ventricular depolarization. Prognostically meaningful is exaggerated electrical instability of the myocardium during the standing test on completion of the bedrest period. Results of the investigation allow recommend HR ECG integration into the spacecrew health monitoring system.